SHARING YOUR STORIES

Sharing Your
Stories
As a movement for change, we're always
looking for stories and case studies which we
can share to inspire more organisations to
support youth social action.
This doesn't just mean inspiring, life-changing
stories (although these are great!), it also
means practical tips for people like you in
organisations who want to support, but aren't
sure where to start.

What we're
looking for:
Good practice from both leaders
and practitioners in your
organisation on how to grow youth
social action in your setting, and
why it's important.
Inspiring young people who want
to share their youth social action
stories

How to share it:
Written content - in the form of blogs (300-500
words), quotes or how-to guides. These are great for
personal reflections and practical tips on how to
support youth social action
With written content, please always include photos,
we will be unable to share stories that are not
accompanied by at least one photo.
Videos both long (+2mins) and short form - these are
great for more complex topics, and for showing
what's happening on-the-ground!
Social media takeovers - we love it when young
people take over the organisation's social media.
They're also welcome to take over ours!

FYI
The people reading #iwill channels are
predominantly adults in organisations (at
all levels) supporting or wanting to
support young people to do youth social
action.
The next few slides will give you some tips
on what to talk about when sharing your
stories.
For tips on giving a platform to a young
person, you can find another presentation
here: giving a platform to a young person

Number 1
Demonstrate how what you’re doing helps your
organisation achieve one or more of the five ways to
embed youth social action:

P: Prioritise youth social action in your
strategies
O: Offer leadership opportunities to young
people
W: Work together with other organisations
E: Evidence the impact
R: Recognise and celebrate young people
Read The Power of Youth Charter for more information,
inspiration and examples

5 Tips for Showcasing
your Work

Number 2
Show that the impact of what you’re doing not
only benefits the young people you work with,
but also benefits your organisation, and the
community and environment around you.
Use quotes from staff and the community, and
data and statistics if you have them.

Number 3
Include practical tips and advice that you would
give to a peer on what you’ve learnt and how to
do what you've done.
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Number 4
Include a challenge for those reading e.g. “We
should all be doing more to reach young
people in low-income communities”
(See Charlotte’s blog for ACEVO for
inspiration).

Number 5
Use media - include photos and videos (smart
phone quality is great!), these are more
engaging than writing (and often quicker and
easier!).

5 Tips for Showcasing
your Work

Share your stories on your own
channels and hashtag
#PowerOfYouth

